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ABSTRACT
Scientists increasingly rely on computational models of atoms and
molecules to observe, understand and make predictions about the
microscopic world. Atoms and molecules are in constant motion,
with vibrations and structural fluctuations occurring at very short
time-scales and corresponding length-scales. But can these micro-
scopic oscillations be converted into sound? And, what would they
sound like? In this paper we present our initial steps towards a
generalised approach for sonifying data produced by a real-time
molecular dynamics simulation. The approach uses scanned synthe-
sis to translate real-time geometric simulation data into audio. The
process is embedded within a stand alone application as well as a va-
riety of audio plugin formats to enable the process to be used as an
audio synthesis method for music making. We review the relevant
background literature before providing an overview of our system.
Simulations of three molecules are then considered: 17-alanine,
graphene and a carbon nanotube. Four examples are then provided
demonstrating how the technique maps molecular features and
parameters onto the auditory character of the resulting sound. A
case study is then provided in which the sonification/synthesis
method is used within a musical composition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital simulations of acoustic musical instruments are often de-
rived from physics-basedmodels of vibrating objects such as strings,
bars, air cavities and membranes. These methods often employ

computational approximations of the wave equation such as digital
waveguides [8, 35] or finite difference methods [1, 37]. As with all
matter, the macroscale properties of sounding objects are deter-
mined by the microscopic properties of the underlying molecular
structure, which is itself characterised by perpetual dynamism and
movement. Atoms and molecules are in constant motion, with
vibrations and structural fluctuations occurring at very short time-
scales and corresponding length-scales. This spatial and temporal
dynamism far exceeds the limits of human perception; however,
scientists now use rigorous computational molecular simulations
as a valuable complement to experiment in order to understand and
make predictions about the microscopic world. The vast majority
of molecular research relies predominantly on visualisation and
auditory representation is, with a few exceptions (see Section 1.1),
conspicuous by its absence. We are developing generalised molecu-
lar sonification methods that are designed to convey the dynamics
of the underlying simulation data without neglecting aesthetics
and musical form. In this paper we present a molecular sonifica-
tion approach that uses scanned synthesis to translate real-time
trajectory data into sound. In Section 1.1 and 1.2 we review the
literature relating to molecular sonification along with synthesis
approaches for translating geometric data into sound. In Section
2 we provide an introduction to the Narupa molecular dynamics
framework before outlining a scanned synthesis approach for soni-
fying and interacting with simulated molecules. In Section 3 we
apply this technique to sonify and build synthesisers based upon
three molecular simulations: 17-alanine, graphene and a carbon
nanotube. In Section 4 a set of audio and video examples are pre-
sented. Section 5 provides a case study reflecting on the use of the
system within a musical context. Conclusions and areas for future
work are set out in Section 6.

1.1 Molecular Sonification and Music
Molecular simulations produce large, rich and dynamic datasets
that are notoriously difficult to comprehend and analyse [13]. Vi-
sualisation conventions are abundant and have evolved over time,
whereas auditory representations have fewer customs to rely upon.
Sonification is slowly emerging as a technique to supplement molec-
ular dynamics visualisations, with general purpose tools emerging
for widely used environments like PyMOL [17], MegMol [33] and
UCSF Chimera [4]. Sonification methods have also been developed
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for specific molecular applications; for example, browsing RNA
structures [19] or understanding molecular conformational stabil-
ity [3] and representing the structural and dynamic properties of
DNA [38]. Recent efforts have also been made to translate the struc-
tural features of proteins into note sequences [11] and using these
sequences to generate novel proteins and music [44].

The microscopic dynamics of atoms and molecules can never be
perceived directly and therefore visual and auditory representations
inevitably combine scientific intention with some form of aesthetic
judgement [20]. Indeed, the aesthetics and creative merit of visual
and auditory data representations have been widely acknowledged
to play an important role in enhancing their efficiency, usability and
expressive quality [18, 22, 30, 39]. This creative aspect of scientific
representation has provided a source of inspiration for interactive
and data-drivenmusic and art [28]. For scientific applications, devel-
opers of auditory displays often use audification [9], a sonification
technique where data streams are translated directly into audio
signals. An alternative method is parameter mapping sonification
[16], where data features are mapped to control auditory param-
eters. These approaches are often critiqued for their functional
approach, which can neglect the musical and auditory aesthetics of
the display. Consequently, sonifications can be fatiguing [42] and
can sometimes lead users to disable auditory feedback entirely [36].
We intend to create a generalised sonification approach to comple-
ment existing molecular visualisations that is faithful to the data
fluctuations of the underlying simulation while also attending to
the aesthetics and musicality of the resulting sound. Consequently,
in this paper we consider how the dynamical, geometric data that
is produced by an interactive molecular dynamics simulation could
be used as the basis for audio synthesis and music making.

1.2 Geometric Synthesis
A number of techniques have been proposed for translating spatial
objects and physical systems into sound. For example, Wave-terrain
synthesis is a technique for generating audio from a multidimen-
sional surface (or terrain) [5]. The terrain defines a metaphorical
landscape, which is mapped into audio using a secondary trajectory
function. The trajectory represents a path through the landscape
and sound is synthesised by traversing the path at the audio rate
where the altitude at each time-step is taken as the instantaneous
amplitude. Dynamic timbres can be produced bymodifying the path
of the trajectory through the terrain. Since wave-terrain synthesis
assumes a static terrain, it is inappropriate for generating audio
from the rapidly changing trajectories produced by molecular sim-
ulations. However, a closely related technique is scanned synthesis:
where a dynamic model of a physical system, updating at subsonic
rates, can be scanned along an arbitrary path at audio rates [41].
Scanned synthesis has previously been used to interactively sonify
digital images [27], mobile sensor data [26] and geometric shapes
[32]. Tubb et al. developed a system called The Wablet [40], a touch-
screen application that uses scanned synthesis to sonify a simulated
mass and spring network (or mesh). The mesh is visualised in real-
time and updated at the video frame rate (∼60 Hz), while sound is
generated by scanning a path through adjacent network masses
at the audio rate. The system operates using a dynamic wavetable
approach, where the euclidean displacement of each mass along

Unity VR Client
(Visualisation)

Narupa IMD Server
(Molecular Simulation)

Audio Client
(Sonification)

GRPC GRPC

Figure 1: System block diagram showing Narupa server, VR
and audio clients

the scan path is converted to an amplitude value in the wavetable.
The timbre and dynamics of the sound reflect the instantaneous
state of the mesh, which can be manipulated in real-time via its
visual representation using touch interactions.

2 MOLECULAR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Motivated by the work above, we have developed a sonification
technique that uses scanned synthesis to generate audio from a
real-time molecular dynamics simulation framework called Narupa.

2.1 Narupa
Narupa [23, 24, 31] is an interactive visualisation framework with a
focus on VR. The system enables researchers to observe and interact
with simulated atoms and molecules that are represented as 3D
dynamical objects, vibrating and moving according to rigorous
real-time approximations of the physics that govern their motion.
Narupa simulations are configured in the scripting language Python
and can run locally or remotely on appropriate hardware, such as
cloud or high performance computing clusters. The Narupa iMD VR
client application allows researchers to intuitively ‘reach into’ the
simulation in real-time and manipulate the molecular structures as
the system runs [23]. As represented in Figure 1, connected client
applications are continuously streamed updates from the server
(e.g. atom positions, kinetic energy, etc.) and can similarly send
simulation interactions and commands back to the server. Server
and client communication is implemented using GRPC, a high-
performance remote procedure call system supporting bidirectional
streaming in multiple programming languages [15].

The simulations in Section 3 use the Narupa integration with
Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) [25] and theGPU-accelerated
OpenMM framework [10] to compute atomic positions, which are
streamed to connected clients for visual or auditory rendering, see
[31] for further details. The dynamics are simulated in ASE under
Langevin molecular dynamics [12]. For a system of 𝑁 atoms, given
a target temperature 𝑇 and a friction coefficient 𝛾 , the Langevin
equation governs the acceleration of each atom, ®𝑎 ∈ R3𝑁 , with the
following equation:
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M®𝑎 = − ®𝑓 − 𝛾®𝑣 +
√
2𝛾𝑘𝐵𝑇 ®𝑅, (1)

where ®𝑓 ∈ R3𝑁 is the vector of forces acting on each atom,
®𝑣 ∈ R3𝑁 is the vector of velocities of each atom, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann
constant and ®𝑅 ∈ R3𝑁 is a source of Gaussian random noise and
M ∈ R3𝑁×3𝑁 is the diagonal matrix of atomic masses.

The system is interactive as it is possible to apply ‘external’
forces to individual atoms and consequently the forces acting on
simulated atoms consist of two parts: the internal forces ®𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 and
the external interactive forces ®𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 :

®𝑓 = ®𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 + ®𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 . (2)

The internal forces, for this work, are modelled with an MM3
molecular mechanics force field in OpenMM, describing how the
atoms interact with each-other via bond, angle and non-bonded
terms [2].

External spring forces can be set to act on an individual atom 𝑗

from any 3D position, ®𝑔𝑖 ∈ R3 via:

®𝑓 𝑗𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 2𝑚 𝑗𝑐
(
®𝑟 𝑗 − ®𝑔𝑖

)
. (3)

where ®𝑓 𝑗𝑒𝑥𝑡 ∈ R3 is the force to be applied to atom 𝑗 , 𝑐 is a scale
factor that tunes the strength of the force interaction and𝑚 𝑗 is the
mass of the selected atom. In a VR context, this mechanism enables
users to interact with the simulation by pulling the triggers on their
hand controllers which exerts a force on the nearest atom. For the
purposes of audio synthesis, the external forces provide a means of
perturbing and injecting energy into the system, analogous to the
excitation function used in physical models of musical instruments.

To simplify the configuration of molecules for audio synthesis,
individual atoms can also be restrained to hold them in position
using the spring force equation above with 𝑐 set to a high value of
10000 kJ/mol and and ®𝑔𝑖 set to the initial position of the atoms.

The parameters of the molecular dynamics simulation can be ex-
posed and controlled in real-time, allowing users to experience and
explore a range of dynamical states. For example, the temperature
𝑇 , friction 𝛾 and timestep 𝑡 were exposed in this work (see Section
2.3.1). The simulation is configured using a Jupyter notebook in the
Python language [21, 29], which is used to launch, configure and
exit the simulations.

2.2 Molecular Scanned Synthesis
Molecular simulations are computationally very expensive and
despite extensive GPU acceleration (with OpenMM), simulation
data frames are processed at a rate of approximately 45 Hz1. Time-
stepping the simulation at audio rates would incur an impractical
computational cost, so we have used scanned synthesis to render
audio rate streams from low rate simulation updates.

In Verplank’s original scanned synthesis paper [41], the under-
lying physical model was a string, representing a one dimensional
path that mapped directly onto a wavetable. This model was later
extended by Boulanger et al [6] to higher dimensional structures
with the recommendation that the “scanning trajectory should be

1running on a high-performance gaming laptop fitted with an NVIDIA GeForce RTX
2080 graphics card

moving between masses that are connected”. In a molecular dynam-
ics context, atoms can be considered analogous to masses and a
scan path can be defined as a set of 𝑁 contiguous atoms for a given
molecule. The synthesis process then takes the form of wavetable
synthesis where at each simulation time step, a wavetable is com-
puted from the displacement of each scan path atom. Three Eu-
clidean distance-based methods for computing atomic displacement
have been developed:

(1) Absolute displacement involves computing the pairwise
distance between the instantaneous position of each atom
and its position at initialisation time.

(2) Relative displacement is taken as the distance between an
atom’s current position and its position at a previous time
step. Previous atom positions are computed using recursive
one-pole low-pass filters to ensure smooth convergence to-
wards the current position.

(3) Absolute centroid displacement is intended for closed/
circular scan paths beginning and ending at the same atom
and involves calculating the displacement of each atom rel-
ative to the centroid of the scan path. This is achieved by
storing the centroid of the scan path at initialisation time
and then, at each timestep, subtracting the centroid distance
of each atom from from its centroid distance at initialisation
time.

The resulting wavetable represents an 𝑁 element array which
is scanned at the desired pitch (selected by MIDI) using liner in-
terpolation. To avoid race conditions and discontinuities, a double
buffering technique is employed whereby updated wavetable values
are loaded into a temporary buffer on a background thread before
being swapped into the audio thread for synthesis. To transition
smoothly between successive wavetables, a second interpolation
is used to fade between old and new wavetables, using the bilin-
ear interpolation method described in [40]. To reduce aliasing, the
wavetable is 8 × oversampled and then downsampled using 4-point
Lagrange interpolation. A blocking filter is used to remove the DC
component [35] before the signal is multiplied by an ADSR enve-
lope generator to modulate the amplitude. The synthesis process
is incorporated into a 32-note polyphonic sound engine written in
C++ using the JUCE [34] framework to build a standalone applica-
tion and a variety of plugin formats (including Unity and VST) to
enable the synthesiser to run within a variety of environments and
digital audio workstations (DAWs). The graphical user interface
(GUI) is shown in Figure 2, incorporating a simple simulation visu-
aliser, ADSR/simulation controls and a plot showing the current
wavetable2.

2.3 Control
Users can control the timbre of the molecular musical instruments
in 3 ways: via the simulation parameters on the GUI, over MIDI/
automation events, and by interacting with the simulated molecules
using the VR client.

2.3.1 Simulation Parameters. The simulation parameters, temper-
ature, friction and timestep, enable the dynamics of the simulation,
and thus the timbre of the synthesiser, to be controlled from the

2The project source code is available here: https://gitlab.com/teamaxe/GrapheneSynth

https://gitlab.com/teamaxe/GrapheneSynth
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Figure 2: GUI for the graphene audio synthesis application,
showing the atom positions with the scan path shown in
green, initial centroid in red with a plot of the current dis-
placement wavetable at the bottom

GUI. The temperature, in Kelvin, facilitates the heating or cooling
of the simulation, causing atoms to vibrate faster or slower respec-
tively. The effects of this parameter can be heard as an evolving
texture which ranges from subtle to pronounced as the temperature
is increased. Additionally, the atomic motion at higher temper-
atures results in energy perturbations permeating more rapidly
throughout the structure of the simulated molecule. The friction
parameter controls how aggressively the temperature is maintained
with a high friction resulting in a highly damped system and, conse-
quently, controls how rapidly the simulated molecule returns to its
equilibrium state. Finally, the timestep parameter sets the speed of
the simulation in femtoseconds, controlling how rapidly the timbre
of the synthesiser evolves.

2.3.2 MIDI, Automation and Mapping. The simulation and ADSR
parameters can also be controlled using MIDI control change mes-
sage or by parameter automation within a hosting DAW. Pitch
and gate are controlled by MIDI note on and off messages, which
could originate from an external MIDI keyboard, sequencer or any
other MIDI event emitter. Pitch is controlled by updating the in-
ternal wavetable interpolation function such that a single scan
path/wavetable cycle matches the period of the selected MIDI note.
Note events also trigger a molecular ‘pluck’, where a force is scaled
in proportion to the note velocity and applied momentarily to the
first atom in the scan path. The plugin also provides a GUI that
allows users to map simulation features to MIDI and control change
messages. This enables simulation features to modulate other plug-
ins or any feature of a DAW that can be controlled using MIDI (see
4.3 for an example). Mapping from certain features, such as kinetic
energy, presents a challenge as the value range is generally not
known beforehand and will be unique to each different simulation.
To ensure consistency, incoming values are normalised into a range
computed by the mean +/− two standard deviations of the previous
20 readings.

2.3.3 VR. As an additional control option, the synthesiser timbre
can also be modified via one or more connected Narupa VR clients,
supporting multi-person interaction, see figure 3. As the visual
representation of the molecular simulation is co-located with the
interaction site in VR, users are able to apply forces to the simulated

Figure 3: Example scenario with two users in VRmanipulat-
ing the Graphene Sheet simulation. Credit: Alex Jamieson-
Binnie, licensed under CC-BY-SA.

molecule directly. Pulling the trigger on a VR controller causes a
spring force to be applied to the nearest atom 𝑗 by setting ®𝑔𝑖 in
equation 3 to the coordinate of the controller. This gives the effect
of being able to grab and manipulate individual atoms (see Figure
5). Movements permeate though the molecular structure producing
waves and ripples that that can be heard as fluctuations in the
timbre of the synthesised sound.

3 SIMULATIONS
To explore the general applicability of the proposed method for
sonifying/synthesising the structure of molecules, three molecular
instruments were created using simulations of 17-alanine, graphene
and a carbon nanotube. The geometry of each molecule requires
a unique scan path comprising a contiguous sequence of atoms
extending through the molecule’s structure. The manually defined
scan paths are described for each example below.

3.1 17-Alanine
17-alanine is a synthetic bio-molecule with a string like structure
comprising a chain of 17 alanine amino acids. While this molecule
is not naturally occurring, the alpha-helical structure of 17-alanine
is a motif found in larger protein complexes, which are of particular
significance to molecular scientists since they perform a vast array
of functions that take place within living organisms.

The 17-alanine molecule (figure 4a) was simulated in Narupa
with restraints placed on a pair of atoms at each end of the chain.
The scan path is defined as a linear sequence along the backbone of
the molecule, comprising a set of 50 adjacent atoms. The wavetable
was computed using the absolute displacement method described
in Section 2.2.

3.2 Graphene
Graphene is a form of carbon consisting of a single sheet of car-
bon atoms connected by covalent bonds in a repeating lattice of
hexagons (see Figure 5). Graphene is intensely studied, both because
it is a raw material for sculpting nanostructures such as carbon
nanotubes and fullerenes and because, despite decades of theory
stating that such 2D shapes would not be stable, it was found to be
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stable and to exhibit desirable properties such as high strength, low
density and efficient conductivity [14].

A 40 nm by 40 nm graphene molecule (less than 1000th the
width of a human hair) was simulated. The graphene sheet was
restrained at the corners and a hexagonal scan path comprising
54 neighbouring atoms was defined, as shown in figure 5. The
wavetable was computed using the absolute centroid displacement
method.

3.3 Carbon Nanotube
Carbon nanotubes also represent a hexagonal lattice of carbon
atoms rolled up to form a hollow cylinder. Like graphene, these
molecules are also widely studied as they are highly conductive
both thermally and electrically, with exceptional tensile strength
and profound technological implications.

A 60 atom nanotube was simulated (figure 4b) with a scan path
defined as a spiral wrapping around the tube from one end to the
other comprising all 60 atoms (see figure 4c). Since the unrestrained
nanotube can freely drift around the simulation space the wavetable
was computed using the relative displacement method.

4 EXAMPLES
This section presents four examples (three audio, one video) demon-
strating the features of the system. Each audio example consists of
a C3 note rendered with different parameter settings with spectro-
grams shown in figure 6. Examples were all created using Reaper
[7] running the 17-alanine VST plugin and simulation. All media
files are included with the supplementary materials3.

4.1 Example 1: Static Parameters
In this example4, a C3 note is played at full velocity, with no mod-
ulation. The note on event causes a single energy perturbation
and the signal gradually fades away as the molecule returns to its
equilibrium position.

4.2 Example 2: Automating Temperature
This example5 uses the same values for friction and timestep as
Example 1 but the temperature is modulated via the automation
lane in Reaper. The sound begins with a temperature value of 0 K
which rises to 5500 K between 0:02 and 0:09 and falls back to 0 K at
0:15. The higher temperature causes the molecule to rapidly vibrate
and deform, corresponding to a brighter and noisier signal.

4.3 Example 3: Modulating External Audio
Parameters

This example6 uses a similar modulation trajectory to Example 2.
However, it differs as the kinetic energy of the molecular simulation
is emitted by the plugin as MIDI control change messages, which
can be used to modulate audio parameters within host. In this case,
kinetic energy is mapped to control the feedback gain and low-pass
filter cutoff frequency of a native delay plugin within Reaper.

3https://zenodo.org/record/3965510
4https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-example-1
5https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-example-2
6https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-example-3

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) shows the structure of 17-alanine. The scan
path is shown as the thick tube running along its centre. (b)
shows the carbon nanotube, which is formed of the same
base hexagonal lattice as graphene. (c) depicts a 2D view of
an unrolled section of the nanotube. Arrows indicate the
direction of the scan path, resulting in a spiral traversing
length of the tube.

4.4 Example 4: VR Interactions
This example video7 shows both VR and audio clients connected to
a 17-alanine simulation. Instead of using MIDI notes to trigger force
perturbations, the VR client controls the movement of the molecule
directly. The timbre of the pre-programmed chords can be heard
to evolve as the VR operator interacts with the molecule. Faster
movements generate louder tones with high frequency content and,
conversely, the sound approaches silence when there are no inter-
actions. The kinetic energy of the system is mapped to modulate
the percussive sounds.

7https://vimeo.com/441255810

https://zenodo.org/record/3965510
https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-example-1
https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-example-2
https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-example-3
https://vimeo.com/441255810
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Figure 5: Graphene molecule simulated in the Narupa iMD
application, with the trajectory used for synthesis high-
lighted and a user applying an interactive force with their
VR controller.

5 CASE STUDY: COMPOSINGWITH
MOLECULAR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

In order to explore the aesthetic properties of the sonification
method, and its potential utility in sound design and music, we
used the graphene plugin to produce a short demonstration music
composition8. The synthesis plugin (in real-time two way com-
munication with the graphene simulation) was hosted within the
Ableton Live DAW. Using the synthesiser as a plugin (rather than
standalone application) brings advantages: multiple instances of
the plugin can be used simultaneously, although with a single sim-
ulation running on the Narupa server. Plugin instances can also be
placed within a network of audio routes and gain structures. Note
events can be recorded live using a MIDI interface or using non-
realtime sequencing techniques (both were used here). Similarly,
automation events controlling plugin parameters can be entered
using a mouse or MIDI interface. This automation can be used to
control the molecular simulation at the same time as the simulation
is controlling audio parameters. The synthesiser can of course be
used in conjunction with other instruments and effects; however, to
demonstrate the range of timbre produced by the synthesis method,
all sounds in this piece originate from the graphene synthesiser
alone with only limited use of Live’s reverberation, delay and EQ.
The aim of the composition was to explore the sonic range of the
plugin. A brief analysis of the composition is provided here to
highlight some of the techniques we evolved.

The piece opens with a slowly-evolving ‘drone’ section. The syn-
thesis method lends itself to this sonic territory and consequently
these sounds are relatively easy to produce. The timbral evolution of
the technique was considered to sound most interesting at the high
and low extremes of the MIDI range, and the introduction section to
the piece tends to these extremes, with a low drone emerging before
higher tones are introduced. Slow attacks and sustained envelopes
are used, and gradual automation of the temperature, friction and

8https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-graphene-music

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) Example 1 (Section 4.1) showing a single note
spectrogram. (b) Example 2 (Section 4.2) showing a single
note spectrogram below the temperature automation plot.
(c) Example 3 (Section 4.3) showing a single note spectro-
gram with kinetic energy mapped to control a delay effect.

https://soundcloud.com/user-688116459/mol-mus-instruments-graphene-music
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Figure 7: Image showing a 13 note cluster within the piano
roll editor of Ableton Live

timestep of the simulation animates the sounds. The noisy ‘windy’
sound here uses a technique exploited throughout the composition
to produce noisier and percussive sounds. A thirteen-note cluster
including every semitone across an octave (see figure 7) was played
with high temperature and timestep but low friction, producing
something close to noise.

At ∼0:30, mid-high metallic sounds are introduced. These also
use the 13 note-cluster, but higher in the MIDI range and with a
more pronounced envelope (short attack, long release tail) and a
much higher friction value. This makes the pitch content more
prominent and the sound more inharmonic than noisy. Through-
out the whole of the first minute, the overall kinetic energy of the
simulation is mapped to a low-pass filter on the main output. Since
this energy is driven by the automated changes to temperature,
friction and timestep, a feedback loop is produced between sim-
ulation and the sound, producing distinctive and slightly chaotic
‘waves’ in energy that are very evident both in the simulation and
soundscape.

The rest of the composition is more controlled, structured and
traditionally ‘musical’. From ∼1:00 we introduce percussive and
textural sounds. These are again produced using a 13 note-cluster,
transposed to various ranges, but this time with very short en-
velopes. Most of these sounds use almost the shortest attack and
delay possible with sustain and release set to zero.

The final section, starting at ∼2:00, introduces more rhythmically
metric and harmonic material. The regular ‘heartbeat’-like sound
heard here is again produced using a 13-note cluster, but this time
right at the bottom of the MIDI range. The ‘sidechain compression’
effect (which could have easily been made using that technique) is
produced by automating the plugin parameters combined with a
more controlled, faster version of the ‘energy waves’ used at the
start.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we introduced a generalised approach for sonifying
the dynamical data produced by a molecular dynamics simulation
and explored its potential for audio synthesis. The details of the
method are described which uses a scanned synthesis approach to

translate low-rate simulation data into high-rate audio data. We use
the method to sonify a range of simulated molecules including 17-
alanine, graphene and a carbon nanotube. The effects of simulation
parameters on the auditory character of the sound are examined
and a case study and reflection on the use of the method within a
music composition context is included. We are particularly inter-
ested to explore the musical application of the approach in order to
understand the aesthetic factors that might enhance the usability
and expressive quality of sonifications in molecular science [43].

The project currently builds to a variety of formats to enable the
process to be easily used within both scientific and musical con-
texts. This includes the Unity Native Audio Plugin format, meaning
that the work can be directly imported into the Narupa immersive
molecular dynamics VR client, and used for scientific research [31].
The development and evaluation of the approach for molecular
science will form the basis of future work.

In this paper the simulation host and audio client run on a single
machine. However, the simulation, sonification and VR clients can
also run on separate machines over local or wide area networks,
enabling multiple participants to run, interact and listen to the
simulation at the same time in different locations. The server can
also run on the cloud, offloading the majority of the computational
demands of the system and relaxing the requirement for high-
specification GPUs.

The scan paths used for the audio synthesis process in this work
have been manually defined. Exploring automatic methods for gen-
erating these paths will be an important next step. There are already
a number of methods in molecular science for identifying features
of proteins, such as primary/secondary structure or the backbone
chain. We will explore a range of techniques for auto-generating
scan paths in order to sonify arbitrary molecules.
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